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Few property markets can command high property prices and deliver on expecations, Marbella is certainly punching

back into the heavy weight division and looking to take a few down on its way up.

Up in the foothills of the majestic Sierra Bermeja mountain range a villa of exquisite taste, proportion and finishing is

taking shape, occupying one of the very best locations in the prized millionaire's retreat of La Zagaleta. Above all, this

singular modern home is the product of a design concept that brings together some of the finest talents in Marbella.

From its prominent hillside position, Villa Cullinan commands inspiring views of a broad swathe of coastline all the way

back to the green hills amongst which it is so privately set. It's a rare feat even in ultra-exclusive La Zagaleta, and one

not normally available to new-built properties, no matter how large and impressive they are. With all the best locations

long since gone, most of the latter find themselves in newer, less ideal settings. You might say its the compromise of

building a modern home entirely to your own desires, but what gives this elegant modern villa an edge is the fact that it

does exactly that whilst occupying one of the choicest spots around.

A very imposing, South facing villa with sea and estate views, located in Europe's most exclusive address, Club de

Campo La Zagaleta. This is an exceptional villa perfect for entertaining, confort and privacy.
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The stats are pretty impressive 

€32,000,000

10 Bed • 14 Bath • 3110 m2 Built • 430 m2 Terraces • 13845 m2 Plot

Meanwhile please click on the link to view the brochure  #AFP0213 Zag Brochure 

Asset Folio is now the leading broker on the coast in distributing the very best real estate options to a world wide

audience, covering Asia, Middle East, Europe and Russia Asset Folio allows their clients a full analysis on the property or

investment they wish to look at.

To arrange a viewing or to disucss in more detail what services we can offer please email to info@assetfolio.com or go

to our website http://www.assetfolio.com
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Having read your blog about the best vila in Southern Spain I am interested to learn more about the services you provide
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